Important Information

Affected Parts:

Erosion sheath on fixed pitch propeller.

Affected Propellers:

All fixed pitch propeller with a diameter > 176 cm (69.3 in).

Reason:

Since Feb. 01, 2001 on fixed pitch propeller with a diameter of 176 cm (69.3 in) or more the erosion sheath will not be painted completely.
The leading edge has to be covered by a tape during painting to stay blank for 10 mm width on the front and on the back side of the blade.
On the innerside of the blade, the erosion sheath has to be protected with a black Scotch PU tape 8663.

Description:

Components introduced by this Service Letter are incorporated into the MT-Propeller Manuals.

Affected Publications:

Overhaul Manual E-497, MT-Wood-Composite Fixed Pitch Propeller
Operation and Installation Manual E-112, MT-Wood-Composite Fixed Pitch Propeller

Material Information

Scotch PU Tape 8663